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Week 1 
Genre/Focus: story openings and characterisation. 
Pages/Chapters: Chapter one 
 
- Create and alternative story opening using dialogue as opposed to description, 
focusing on generalising words (always, sometimes, never) 
- Produce a 1st person account of an event focusing on characterisation and 
description but also using generalising words to write about memories, 
reflections, hopes etc (What Anna would miss if she were to have to leave her 
home in Germany.) 

Week 6 
Genre/Focus: Discussion text – Should Zoos be Allowed? 
Pages/Chapters:  
 
-Formal Persuasive writing 
-Identifying arguments for and against zoos. 
-Putting forward reasoned arguments for both sides permitting the reader to 
formulate their own opinion. 
-Discursive language and use of connectives to support and contrast opinions.  
-Using reasoned arguments to change opinion. 

 

Week 4 
Genre/Focus: persuasive features and viewpoint 
Pages/Chapters: chapter 9 

 
-Recap the features of persuasion. 
-Informal – use of reflection and aside comments to 
add weight to arguments. 
“Be our friends!” appeal to new acquaintances. 
-Looking at persuasive language, strong 
vocabulary (thesaurus work) – Max and Anna 
persuading Vrenelli and Franz to be their friends.  

 
 

Week 7 
Genre/Focus: Letters 
Pages/Chapters:  
 
-Bracelet from Oncle Julius – Thank you letter referring to detail from the story, Anna’s recollections 
of visits and relationship with Onkel Julius. 
-Papa’s letter of complaint about the faulty sewing machine. Structuring paragraphs with a theme, 
subject sentence and development of ideas. Persuasive devices and language. Focus on purpose, 
audience and form. 

 

Week 2 
Genre/Focus: Descriptive writing 
Pages/Chapters: Chapter two (page 29) 
 
-Tobogganing in the snow – children to order events 
chronologically 
-Descriptive language to create atmosphere (noun phrases, 
adverbials, prepositions, emotions etc) 
- Children to write a detailed third person recount of the 
tobogganing.  

 

Week 5 
Genre/Focus: Contrasting viewpoints 
Pages/Chapters: Chapter 10 
 
Pumpel’s death  
- Gathering evidence to describe Pumpel. 
-Looking at a range of words to describe sadness. 
-Contrasting views of the same event - understanding the underlining themes 
and points of view.  
-Using evidence from the text - how does Anna and Max’s reactions to 
Pumpel’s death differ to O’Mama’s? 

 

Week 3 
Genre/Focus: Descriptive writing and suspense 
Pages/Chapters: Chapter two and chapter three 
 
-Oncle Julius’ last visit to the house. Manipulating viewport – 
comparing view point as they walked through the house.  

- Building suspense – will the passports be taken?  Analysing 
mama’s behaviour within the chapter. Children to recount events 
in third person. 
 


